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Abstract—Burst buffer drastically improves the performance
of computational applications by providing high perceived
IO bandwidth. However, traditional batch schedulers have
barely embraced the full potential of burst buffer technol-
ogy in practice. In this paper, we model the execution of
scientific applications that generate tens of TB of data on a
supercomputer equipped with burst buffer. We characterize
the lifetime of generic applications into three phases: stage-
in, running, and stage-out. We develop a novel burst-buffer-
aware batch scheduler Cerberus to manage resource allocation
in different phases. In both stage-in and stage-out phases,
Cerberus allocates the burst buffer resources to achieve the
maximum data transfer throughput between burst buffer and
the external storage system. In the running phase, Cerberus
maximizes the predefined objectives of job scheduling.

1. Introduction

In the field of high performance computing (HPC), sys-
tem performance is no longer throttled only by computation
capability, but also by the ever-increasing I/O gap between
computational resources and disk-based storage technolo-
gies. For example, on the early-state Trinity system [1],
the I/O nodes between the compute nodes and the external
storage can deliver transfer speed at 810 GB/s, which is still
far from the target of 60 TB/s for the exascale computers [2].
The gap is critical because scientific applications typically
exhibit “bursty” I/O patterns, resulting from application’s
defensive I/O strategy and the need for subsequent data
processing [3], [4].

Extensive research have been conducted to improve I/O
performance on HPC systems from both hardware and soft-
ware layers. Recently, burst buffer (i.e., a solid state disk
based or flash based cache tier) is proposed to absorb and
spread out the “bursty” application I/O patterns [5]. Studies
have demonstrated that the perceived I/O bandwidth can be
significantly improved on burst-buffer-enabled systems [6].
As such, HPC users are encouraged to explicitly request
burst buffer resources at job submission on burst-buffer-
enabled systems.

We propose Cerberus1, a novel batch scheduler for HPC
systems equipped with burst buffer. A three-phase job model
divides the lifetime of a user job into three phases: stage in,
running, and stage-out. Burst buffer is used for different
purposes in these phases. Unlike existing batch schedulers
that make scheduling decision for each job upon its submis-
sion, Cerberus participates in all of the three phases. In each
of the three phases, Cerberus adopts different optimization
strategies for making scheduling decision based on job re-
quirement at each phase. As shown later on, the preliminary
simulation results demonstrate that the three-phase design
of Cerberus not only boosts system responsiveness, but also
improves job performance. Put together, we make three key
contributions in this work:

1) We propose a three-phase job model to describe user
jobs and further to facilitate job scheduling in a fine
granularity.

2) We present Cerberus, a three-phase burst-buffer-aware
scheduler for HPC systems equipped with burst buffer.
Our design consists of several key optimization strate-
gies for improving the performance of user jobs
throughout different job phases.

2. Three-Phase Job Model

Stage-In: After submitted to the HPC system, jobs need
to prefetch data, such as configuration files and input data,
from PFS to the burst buffer. We define this phase as stage-
in. The only resource needed by the job in this phase is the
burst buffer. Users are encouraged to specify the amount of
burst buffer required in the stage-in phase.

Running: The scheduler allocates the job with the re-
quired number of compute nodes and the amount of burst
buffer. It then dispatches the job to the system for running.
This is defined as running phase. During the running phase,
there could be frequent data exchange between the compute
nodes and the burst buffer. These interactions, like check-
pointing, are mainly for achieving system fault tolerance.

1. In Greek mythology, Cerberus is a monstrous three-headed dog (three-
phase scheduler), who guards the gate of the underworld to the earth (HPC
system), preventing the dead (jobs) from leaving (running).
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Figure 1. The design of Three-Phase burst buffer aware scheduling. The
black arrows indicate the jobs changing of status; the red, brown and blue
arrows in the bottom indicate the data flow in different phases.

Stage-out: When the job finishes computation and exits
the running phase, its output data need to be drained out to
the external storage from the on-node memory. We define
this as stage-out phase. The job can release its compute
nodes when the output data are staged out into the burst
buffer at high speed.

3. Design of Cerberus

3.1. Three-Phase Job Scheduling

Cerberus makes scheduling decisions based on the most
common use cases of burst buffer: data stage-in, check-
pointing, and data stage-out. It allocates burst buffer to
each job by maintaining three distinct queues, as shown in
Figure 1. The input queue QI contains all the jobs that need
to prefetch data from the external storage to the burst buffer.
The running queue QR holds the jobs that are waiting for the
compute nodes and the burst buffer used for checkpointing.
Jobs waiting to be drained out to the external permanent
storage are in the output queue QO. The layered hierarchy
in Figure 1 also indicates that burst buffer can fill in the
memory gap between the memory on compute nodes and
the hard disk storage.

3.2. Scheduling in the Stage-in/out Phase

In the stage-in phase, jobs require only the burst buffer.
Cerberus schedules the jobs in QI based on their burst
buffer demands bb in. To maximize burst buffer’s utiliza-

tion, Cerberus schedules the jobs according to the following
optimization:

Problem 1

max
∑

i∈JQI

bb ini · xi

s.t.

{
xi ∈ {0, 1},∀i ∈ JQI∑

i∈JQI
bb ini · xi ≤ BBavailable

(1)

The stage-out phase scheduling is designed based on the
value of bb out of the jobs in QO. The optimization formula
for the stage-out phase is the same as Problem 1.

3.3. Scheduling in the Running Phase

Running jobs not only require the compute nodes for
computation, but also utilize the burst buffer to enhance the
I/O performance. Here we take a general strategy by defining
the profit of jobi in QR as it uses ci compute nodes and
bb runi amount of the burst buffer

pi = f(ci, bb runi, erti) (2)

where erti is the expected running time of jobi.
Cerberus’s objective is to maximize the total profit of

jobs in the running queue, formularized as

Problem 2

max
∑

i∈JQR

pi · xi

s.t.


xi ∈ {0, 1},∀i ∈ JQR∑

i∈JQR
ci · xi ≤ CNavailable∑

i∈JQR
bb runi · xi ≤ BBavailable

(3)
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